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0. Outline of main results. Let /» : E -» 7? be an ss fiber bundle map [2] with

group T and fiber F. We will prove that the geometric realization [5] \p\ : \E\ -> |7?|

has a fiber-bundle like structure. The easiest way to describe it is to call it " a fiber

bundle in the category of fc-spaces, " by which we mean the following. A Hausdorff

space X is a k-space if it has the weak topology with respect to its compact subsets.

A map/of a Ar-space X into any space Y is continuous if and only if its restriction

to each compact subset is continuous. Each CW complex is a A>space. Let ©k

denote the category of /ospaces and continuous maps. It is easy to check that the

category ©fc is closed under finite products. If X, Y are A>spaces, then the category

product XxkY is the product space retopologized with the weak topology with

respect to compact subsets.

Note that if X, Y are CW complexes, then Xx k Y is always a CW complex, the

one whose cells are the products of those of X by those of Y, and whenever the

product space Xx Y is a CW complex, then XxkY=Xx Y.

Using this definition of category product, we can define in the usual way a k-

group (a group in the category (£fc), and the operation in ©fc of the A>group F on the

fc-space F.

0.1. Definition. A map /»: X ^ Y in &k is a coordinate k-bundle map (=fiber

bundle in &k) if there is a covering of Y by the interiors of closed neighborhoods

{Uj}, coordinate functions 4i- UjXF^p~x(Uj), transition functions g(i: Ut n U,

-> T, etc., as in Steenrod [6], except that "group," "operation," "product"

always are meant in the sense of (£*..

It is easy to see from [5] and the definition of A>product, etc., that for any ss

complexes X, Y, that [Arxy| = |Ar|xfc|y|; that the realization of an ss group is a

»V-group; and that if the ss group G operates on F, that \G\ operates on \F\ in the

category <£fc.

Our interest is in bundle structures which are closely related to the given ss

structure. For example :

0.2. Theorem A. Let B be an ss complex such that \B\ is covered by the interiors

{Ua} of subcomplexes {\Ca\} which are contractible. Let p: E-y- Bbe an ss fiber bundle

map with group F and fiber F. Then \p\ has a coordinate k-bundle structure in which

the {Ua} are coordinate neighborhoods, in fact, in which \p\ is trivial not only over
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Ua but also over \Ca\ for each a. The transition functions can be chosen to be the

restrictions to the Ua of realizations ofss maps \yaß\ : \Ca n CB\ -*■ \Y\.

This condition on B is sometimes satisfied (for example if B is an ordered

simplicial complex) but not very widely.

We may then state our main result as follows. Its proof will be completed in 5.11.

0.3. Theorem B. If B is a finite ss complex and p: E->B is an ss fiber bundle

map with group Y and fiber F, then \p\:\E\->\B\isa k-bundle. The k-group of this

bundle is \Y\, the fiber \F\. Moreover, we may choose coordinate neighborhoods to be

subcomplexes (whose interiors cover \B\) of a subdivision of \B\, and the transition

functions to be realizations ofss maps from the intersections of these subcomplexes

to a subdivision of\Y\.

0.4. Corollary. If F and Y are countable (and B finite), then \p\ is a standard

fiber bundle in the sense of Steenrod [6].

Proof. In this case, all the products |T| xfc|r|, \Y\ xk|F|, F,xk|F|, etc., which

appear in the definitions of "group," "operation," "local product structure"

are products of countable CW complexes and therefore standard product spaces

[5]. Hence all the structures reduce to the standard ones.

0.5. Corollary. If \B\ is a finite CW complex, then the realization of any ss

fiber bundle map p: E -> B is a locally trivialfibration.

Proof. If \B\ is finite, so is any subdivision, and therefore by Theorem 0.3, we

have the fc-bundle structure on the subdivision of \B\ where we may extend the

local product structure, etc., over closed neighborhoods (subcomplexes) of \B\.

Since these subcomplexes are finite, their fc-product with any \F\ is always the

product space. Hence, the fc-local product structure is a standard local product

structure.    |

0.6. The realization \p\ : \E\ -> \B\ of an ss fiber bundle map is a Serre fibration,

over any \B\.

Proof. By 0.5 it is a local product over each finite subcomplex of \B\. Now if K

is any polyhedron and F: Kxl^ \B\ is any homotopy, then the image of F is

compact and therefore contained in a finite subcomplex \C\ of \B\. Therefore any

lifting/, of F | Kx (0) to a map into \E\ can be lifted to a map/' of all Kx I into

\E\.    1

0.7. Corollary. If p: E-+ B is a Kan fibration in the ss category, then

\p\ : \E\ -> \B\ admits a strong fiberwise deformation into a Serre fibration and

therefore \p\ is a quasi-fibration. (For the definition of a quasi-fibration, see [7].)

Proof. In [2] it is proved that for any Kan fibration there is a strong fiberwise

deformation retraction into an ss fiber bundle map. This realizes as a strong fiber-

wise deformation retraction of \p\ into a Serre fibration (by 0.6) and therefore \p\

is a quasifibration.
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We remark that the first statement of Theorem 0.3 can be extended to the case

that 7? is arbitrary. Then the Corollary 0.4 extends to the case that \B\ is countable,

but Corollary 0.5, of course, needs not only \B\ but also \F\ countable in order

that the local /¿-product structure be a true local product structure.

In §7 we will draw some conclusions from this theorem about the realization of

ss function complexes. For example :

0.8. Theorem C. Ifsf=(X: Ax,.. .,An) and ÛS = (Y: Bx, ...,Bn) are n-ads of

ss complexes such that the intersections p)f At and (~]i Bt are nonvoid, then there is a

natural singular homotopy equivalence P: \s/f\ -*■ \s&\^ where the function space

has the compact-open topology and the ° refers to the component of the constant map.

If Y is a finite complex, then P is actually a homotopy equivalence.

The proof of Theorem 0.3 will proceed as follows.

We will introduce a subdivision functor D which, unlike barycentric sub-

division, is compatible with ss maps upon realization and which, together with its

iterates, subdivides a product XxY into the product DXxDY of the factors.

From this second property, and a few others, it follows that the subdivision of an

ss group is an ss group, and the subdivision of an ss fiber bundle map p:E^B

with fiber F and group F is an ss fiber bundle map Dp : DE -y DB with fiber DF

and group T7T.

After introducing D and proving some properties we need (3.1), we will prove

the following result. (5.10.)

0.9. Proposition D. If B is an ss complex whose realization is a finite CW

complex, then there is an integer q so large that each point of \ DqB\ lies in the interior

of a contractible subcomplex.

Thus we can apply 0.2 to the fiber bundle map D"p : D"E -*■ D"B. Because of the

first property of ¿»"-subdivision given above, the realization of \Dqp\ will be

(homeomorphic to) the given map \p\, proving 0.3.

Throughout, "ss fiber bundle map" and the related vocabulary is meant in the

sense of [2]. "Realization" is meant in the sense of [5]. In particular, we use

Milnor's description of the "standard geometric n-simplex" |An| as the subset of

Än+2 consisting of all points (t0, ■.., tn+x) where 0 = toútxú- ■ útn^tn + x = l.

By "coordinates" of a point, we always mean these coordinates. The topic of

A-spaces is covered in Kelley [10] and in Spanier [11].

We will use | to indicate the end of a proof, or, if it appears immediately after a

statement, that no proof is forthcoming.

1. Proof of Theorem A.

1.1. Proposition. Let p: E -> 7? be an ss fiber bundle map. If the base complex B

has the property that its realization \B\ is contractible as a CW complex, thenp is a

trivial bundle.
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Proof. It suffices to prove this for the associated principal bundle, so we assume

that the group complex Y of the bundle is also the fiber of p.

In [2] it is proved that the principal T-bundles over B are in 1-1 correspondence

with the homotopy classes of maps of B into the Kan complex IF(r), and that to the

class of the constant map corresponds the trivial bundle. The proposition thus

follows from the following statement.

1.2. Lemma. Let B be an ss complex with a contractible realization \B\. Then

any map of B into a Kan complex K is homotopic to the constant map.

Proof. Let X be an ss complex; define i: X^> S(\X\) (the singular complex of

the space |Z|) to be as in [5], sending the «-simplex x of X with characteristic map

/: A" -> X into the «-simplex |/| : |An| -+\X\ of S(\X\). It is proven in [5] that i

is a transformation of functors i: 1 -> S ° R, where R is realization and S the

singular functor; and also that for each Kan complex K, i:K-+S(\K\) is a

homotopy equivalence.

Under our hypotheses then, for any map/we have a diagram:

B->K

S(\B\)^US(\K\)

Since \B\ is contractible, so is SdZfl); ifjK is a homotopy inverse to iK, then we have

f—(j ° -SXI/I) ° iB so that/is homotopic to a map factoring through the contractible

complex S(\B\) and hence is homotopic to the constant map.    |

1.3. Theorem A. Let p: Z?-> B be a principal Y-bundle map with the property

that \B\ is covered by the interiors of contractible subcomplexes. Then \p\ : \E\ -*■ \B\

is a k-bundle with fiber and group \Y\.

Moreover, we can take for coordinate neighborhoods a set of contractible sub-

complexes whose interiors cover \B\, and transition functions which are the realization

ofss maps from intersections of these subcomplexes to \Y\.

Proof. Let {|7Ca|} be a family of contractible subcomplexes whose interiors, as

subsets of \B\, cover \B\, and let Kaß denote Ka n Ke. Let Ecc=p-1(Ka), and let

pa=p\Ea. Thus pa: Ea -*■ Ka is the map induced by the inclusion i: Ka -> B. By

1.2, each such bundle map must be trivial. Hence there are strong equivalences

<pa: FxKa^* Ea such that pafa=Tr2, the projection map. These ss bijections realize

as corresponding homeomorphisms \<pa\: \F\ xk|7va| -»■ |Zsa|, a set of coordinate

functions for the local ^-product structure. Since Y is the group of the bundle, a

composition (p^fa : F'x KaB -> F x Kaß is a map sending (f, k) into (yaB(k)f, k),

where yaB is an ss map sending Ka n KB into Y. Upon realization \yaB\ will be a

transition function associated with the homeomorphism l^gl-1!^!. For, fa1 fa

is the composition of the following maps :

lxd l*r«i « l mxl

FxKaB->FxKaBxKaB-> FxYxKaB->FxKaB,
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where d is the diagonal map, and m : Fx F -> F is the operation of F on F. Hence,

the realization \4F14a\ = |^«I_1I^«I is the composition of the following maps:

1^1 xfc|/sfai|-y \F\ xk\Kae\ xk\KaB\

so that \yaß\ : \Kae\ -> |T| determines a system of transition functions for the local

/¿-product structure, with the (k-) operation of the (k-) group |T| exactly as in the

case of standard bundles, with the exception that "product" and hence all the

structures which derive from it—group, operation, local product structure—are

meant in the sense of the product in the category ©fc.    |

2. Direct limit functors (Kan [3]).

2.1. Let ^ be a category and Jt a proper subcategory (one whose maps form a

set). For each object X e <€, let T(X) be the direct system in Jt whose objects are

all pairs (M,f), where/is a map in ^ of M into X, and whose maps m: (M,f)

-^y(M',f) are all maps in Jt such that/=/'m. Similarly if g: X-> Y, we define

T(g) to be the transformation T(X)-yT(Y) which sends T(M,f)->T(M, g,f),

etc. We say # is modeled on Jt if for all objects X and maps g in <€, inj lim T(X) = X

and inj lim T(g)=g. (Cf. Kan [3].) If W is modeled on Jt and F is any functor

from Jt to a direct category S, there is a unique extension to a functor. $:<€ -> S

by defining F=inj lim FT. If a: F -y G is a transformation on Jt, then a extends to

ä = inj lim <xFF : F—yG. If a = identity, a = identity; if a has an inverse ß (as a

functor from Jt to S), then j5 extends to an inverse of ce. We say F is modeled on F,

and call F a oïreri /inn'í functor.

For example, the semisimplicial category ^ is modeled on the subcategory Jt

whose objects consist of one abstract n-simplex A" (cf. [2]) for each n ̂  0 and the

identity maps, the maps df: An -> An + 1 sending 8n -> djS""1"1, and s,* : A" -y An + 1

sending Bn^si8n'1 together with all compositions. The geometric realization

functor R is the extension F of F which sends An into | An|. The barycentric sub-

division functor is modeled on Sd: A" -> SdAn, the usual subdivision functor on

ordered simplicial complexes.

If <6, Jt are the semisimplicial and model categories and 2 is either the topo-

logical category or '€, this extension has a special form (which Barratt in [1] calls a

"star functor").

Let $ be the monoid with generators {1, d0, dx,..., s0, sx,...} satisfying the

semisimplicial identities. We may represent the operation of an anti-isomorphic

monoid <I>* = {1, o"*, é/*, ..., í*, ...} in ^ or 3) by writing it as right operation of <P.

Thus o^A", sf An may be written Ana\, A%.

2.2. Lemma. Let F map Jt to 3. For each ssc X, inj lim F° T(X) is the quotient

of the disjoint union [J {F(An,/) | (A",/) e T(X)} by the equivalence relation gener-

ated by: Pe F(A",/° 4) is equivalent to P4 e (FAn4,f),for all4>e $. (If we denote
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the elements of(An,f) by P ® / then this is the same as saying P ® 4f~P4' ® ffor

any 4 £ $•) If F maps Jt into W, the semisimplicial structure on F(X) is given as

follows : di and s¡ send the class P ® x into dtP ® x, and stP ® x.   |

2.3. Lemma. Assume further that F on Jt has these properties:

(i) each Q e F(An) is P8 = F(S*)F, for some unique face operator 8 and interior P

(not in the image of any d¡); and

(ii) whenever any element P e F(An) is interior, so is any Pst = F(sf)P. Then there

is a unique "irreducible" representative P ® x in each class P ® x e F(X), where P

is interior and x nondegenerate. The element is found as follows: in Q ® y, write

Q = Pt8as in (i), and let 8y = ax where x is nondegenerate and o a degeneracy operator.

Then Q ® y~PiO ® x has the desired form and is unique.

Proof. As in [5, Lemma 3, p. 358].    |

Hence, as in [5], for any ssc X, F(X) is partitioned into subsets of form

{P ® x | P e F(An) interior} where x varies over all nondegenerate simplices of X.

3. The 7)-subdivision functor.

3.1. We introduce a subdivision functor D in the category of ss complexes by

defining D on the model subcategory Jt={An, sf, o*(*} and extending as a direct

limit functor. It will have the following properties :

(1) D is a division functor. That is, there is a transformation a(X): \DX\ -y \ X\,

a homeomorphism for any ss complex X such that for any ss map f: X-^- Y, we

have:

\DX\-^U\DY\
a(.X)

.,        I/I

a(Y)

(2) D is multiplicative: for any complexes X,Y,r¡: D(Xx Y)^ DXx DY

induced by projections is an isomorphism. (77 is an equivalence of functors of two

variables.)

(3) DA1 is the ordered simplicial complex with three vertices [d081] > [81] > [o^S1].

The map c^A1) : IDA1! -> ¡A1} sends the vertices [¿„S1] into t=\, [81] into t=\,

and [dx8x] into r=0 in | A1! = [0, 1], and is a linear homeomorphism.

3.2. Lemma. There is at most one direct limit functor D satisfying (1), (2), and

(3) above.

Proof. It suffices to show that D is uniquely determined on Jt by these three

conditions.

We remark first that condition (1) implies that the subdivision Df of an ss map/

is injective if and only if/ is also injective. For, the realization |/| is injective if

and only iff itself is.
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Secondly, for each « there is an embedding fa : A" -> (A1)" with the properties

that

(i) fa is an injection for all n ;

(ii) if Si is the projection map (A1)" -> (A1)" -1 deleting the ith factor, then

fa-iS* = Sifa; and
(iii) if Tt is the map (A1)n->(A1)n+1 which repeats the (i"+l)st factor, then

fa+id? = Tifa.
Namely, let fa map the generator 8" of A" into fa& x ••• xfa.yh1, where

<Ai = Sn-l- • -Si + xSi-x- • -So-

By conditions (1), (2), and (3), (ZJA1)", DTh DSt are determined. By condition

(1), since fa is an injection, \Dfa\ is also an injection and therefore also Dfa. The

image of Dfa must be the subcomplex of (A1)" whose realization is the subdivision

of the CW subcomplex a((A1)n)(|<7S„|(AB)) of the subdivided «-cube |£>A1|n=|(Z)A1)n|.

Properties (ii) and (iii) of the embedding fa also determine ¿/¡* and s? in terms of

maps determined by the three given conditions, and therefore the operation of D

on M is determined by those three conditions. Because D is to be extended as a

direct limit functor, there can be at most one such functor.    |

In order that D be multiplicative, we must have |Z)A1|n = Z>{|A1|'1}, so that the

simplicial complex (A1)" must be subdivided by D as follows. Drop the simplicial

///////¿/W//////U
//////y///////¿>

/////////

subdivision on | A1!", and regard it just as a cube of edge 1 ; divide the edges in half,

thus cutting the unit cube into subcubes of edge \.

Each subcube is now taken to be the product of ordered 1-simplicies (regarding

each edge of the large cube to be IZJA1!), and hence has an associated simplicial

subdivision. The vertices of the subdivision are all v0 x ■ ■ ■ x vn, each v¡ a vertex of

|A11 or a median point. Reimpose the original simplicial subdivision of ¡A1!";

the second subdivision is a simplicial subdivision of the original. An illustration is

given above for the case « = 2. |Z)A2| is the shaded subset.    |

We now show that there is a functor D satisfying conditions (1), (2), (3).

3.3. Definition. The ordered simplicial complex Z)An is defined for each n as

follows. The vertices of DA" are (« + 2)-tuples (e0,..., en+1) where

= 0 < ¿ En á e„ + l = 1,
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and each can take on the values 0, \, or 1. The order on these vertices is component-

wise : (e0 ■ • • en +1) = (eó • • • en +1) if ei ̂  £i for each i. The simplices of D A", say in

dimension k, are all sets (Vo,..., Vk) of vertices which satisfy (1) Vo^ ■ ■ ■ ̂  Vk,

and (2) for each i, the numbers <40), ei1*,..., e\k) can take on either one value or two

consecutive values from (0, \, 1). We represent the /c-simplex ok of 77 A" by a matrix

whose (i-fl)th row vector is the coordinates of V(fí=(«íP, ex'\ ..., en°+x), the 7th

vertex of ak.

M0) = 0   e<o>    ...    40,   e(0)i = 1.

(o*)= K) = o  »i1}   ■••   4"  4Hi = 1 ).

W = 0   «i*   •--   4">   4fcii = 1/

We will regard this matrix corresponding to the /t-simplex a to be an (n + 2)-tuple

of (k+ l)-dimensional (column) vectors (0, Cx, C2,. ■., Cn, 1) satisfying 0 ^ C0 á • • •

S Cn ¿ 1, (order by components), each C( satisfying condition (2) above.

3.4. Definition. We define the map Dsf: DAn -*■ DA"-1 to be the map which

deletes the (i+ l)th column from the matrix of ak, and Ddf sending 7)An into 7)An+1

to be the map which repeats the ith column vector.

If the row vectors of the matrix (ak) are the vertices of a /¿-simplex in D A", then

the row vectors of Dsf(ok) and Ddf(ok) are also vertices of a /¿-simplex in T7An_1,

T7An + 1 respectively. Hence Dsf and Ddf are simplicial maps.

Denote by DJt the category whose objects are one DA" for each n = 0, 1, 2,...

and all maps which are identity maps, Ddf, Dsf, for all i,j, and all compositions.

Then the assignment A" ->- T7An, sf -> Dsf, df -> Ddf is a covariant functor

D:Jt-yDJt.

Definition. The direct limit functor induced by D is called the D subdivision

functor.

The projection maps A'x y-> X, Y induce maps D(Xx Y) -*■ DX, DY. These

determine a map (clearly natural) r¡: D(Xx Y) -> DXxDY.

3.5. Proposition. The map r¡ : D(X xY)^ D(X) x D( Y) is a natural ss bijection.

Proof. A typical nondegenerate element of X x Y is a simplex Tx x T'y, where

x, y are nondegenerate, T, T' are degeneracy operators without a common factor

st. Hence a generic nondegenerate element in D(X x Y) is ok ® (Tx x T'y), with ak

interior and T, T', x, y as above. Then i¡ sends this element into

(ak ® Tx) x (ok ® T'y)

in DXx DY, which is the same as (akT ® x)x (akT' ® y), a product of non-

degenerate A>simplices.

Conversely, suppose we have a product V= (ok ® x) x (rk ® y), where these are

nondegenerate Z:-simplices and nondegenerate representations. We will construct

r,-\v).
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Lemma. Let ok, rk be interior simplices of DAn, DAm respectively. Then there is a

unique q, wk, T, T' for which

(1) mk is an interior simplex in DAq and

(2) the deletion maps DT* and D(T')* send o>k into ak, rk, respectively.

Proof. Let ak, rk have the representations (Co=0, Cx, ...,Cn, Cn+1 = l),

(C'o=0, C'x,..., Cm, C„ + x = l) respectively in terms of column vectors. (Each

column vector consists of (k+l) numbers (£(0)- - -em) where 1 ̂ e(k)^ ■ ■ ■ ̂ e(0)^0

and the {e(i>} can take on only at most two consecutive values from (0, ^, 1)).

Construct a new matrix as follows. Take out the distinct vectors from among the

C's and the (C')'s, call these C'¿=0, Cl,..., Cq, C'q + 1= 1. These can be arranged

so that C'¿=0gC'l^-^C"q + x = l. (By first moving the C(" with the largest

number of zeros to first place, then the one with second largest, etc. After we have

moved all the vectors containing 0's (and hence only 0's and F"s), move the vector

with largest number of £'s into position behind the ones containing 0's, then the

one with next largest number of-J's behind the one just placed, etc.) All the vectors

in the first batch have only 0's and |'s and are in decreasing order reading down

so that we have 0 = C'¿^C'l^ ■ ■ ■ ̂ C"^ for these; and the remainder have just

i's and l's, also in decreasing order reading down, hence they too are ordered so

that C'i+x Ú • ■ • ̂  Cq + 1= I- Hence the whole set is arranged in order.)

The simplex (Co • • • Cq+x) is interior to DA" since it has no repeated column

vectors; the deletion operators T, T' required are those which strike out from

(C0 ■ • ■Cq + 1) = ojk all the columns except those of ok, rk respectively. The uniqueness

of ojk, T, T is clear.    |

With the lemma, we finish the proof. Let F= (ok ® x) x (rk ® y) he as above.

There is a unique mk interior to DA", with T, T as in the lemma. Let r¡(V) = ojk

® (TxxT'y); -n sends mk ® (TxxT'y) into

(ojkT ® x) x (wkT' ® y) = (ak ® x) x (tk ® y),

so r¡r) = 1, and clearly ifi—l. Hence 17 is a bijection.    |

3.6. We now define a map a sending \DAn\ into | An| for each «. To each vertex

of \DAn\ (or of DAn), say v=(0, elt..., en, 1), a makes the corresponding point of

|An| with these coordinates. To the simplex \e\ of \DAn\ with vertices

{i;0, Pi,..., vk}, a makes correspond linearly the convex hull of the points

{a(t>o),..., a(vx), • • -, <*(vk)} in |An|. Since the standard simplex is itself convex, a

defines a mapping of the simplicial complex \DAn\ into | An|. If u has coordinates

(tx ■ ■ ■ í„) in the simplex of | DAn\ corresponding to the matrix 0, a(u) is the following

point of |An|. Let the barycentric coordinates (tlt t2-tx, t3-t2,..., I-tn) of u

define the row vector t. Then a(u) = t-a, product of the row vector t with the matrix

of a.

3.7. Proposition, a is a bijection.
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Proof. Construct a-1 as follows. Let P=(ux- ■ un) e \An\. For each ut, write

e, = 2[w¡/2], and let ri = u¡ — e¡/2. Rearrange the r¡'s in size place, so that whenever

two are equal the one with larger index succeeds the one with smaller. Let this

sequence be 0^rMn)úrMn.X)^ ■ ■ ■ úrn{X)<\. Let V° = (ex¡2, e2/2,..., en/2). Let

^ = (|,f.](%„+!),...),
differing from Vo only in 7r(l)st place. Let

V2 = (§, |,. • .\(HM+V), . . .,\(ena+l), . . .)

differing from F1 only in 7r(2)nd place; etc. Let

A0 = 2(1 -r„(1)), Xx = 2(rJim — rM2)), ■ ■ -, K = 2(rJI(n)).

It is easy to see that (Vo,..., V) describe a simplex of 77A". If we let Q = a~1(P)

be the point of this simplex with barycentric coordinates (A0 • • • An), then a ~1 so

defined is an inverse to a.    |

3.8. Lemma. The map a is natural with respect to (order-preserving) Simplicia!

maps.

Proof. We need only prove this for the maps

sf: |A"| -> \An-1\       and       df : \An\ -> |An+1|,

any other simplicial map being a composition of such maps. In the situation

\DAn\-^U\DAn-1\

|An WI

a 2

let F be a point of | An|, a ® 8" an n-simplex of D A", and F ® (a ® 8") the corre-

sponding point of |77An|. Then

\Dsf\(P ® (o ® 8")) = F ® Dsf(o ® 8) = P ® (o ® 5fS)

= F ® (o- ® Si8n -1) = F ® (7)íf*((T) ® 8""1),

and hence a(|7)jf|F ® (a ® 8)) = P'. ((Dsf)a) (where P' = barycentric coordinate

vector of P).

Also a(P ® (a ® 8))=P'-(ct), and so |s*|a(P ® (ff ® 8)) = |if|(F'-<7).

But F' • ((Dsf)o) is the product of P' by the matrix a with the ith column deleted,

while |s*|(F'-<x) so the product P'a with ith coordinates deleted and they are

obviously equal.

In a similar way one proves the naturality of a with respect to Ddf.
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3.9. Corollary, a is a natural equivalence of functors a: R o D -*■ R, where R

is the realization functor.

Proof. From Lemma 3.8, on the model subcategory JÍ of t! the map a is an equiv-

alence of functors. By 2.1, this implies that a extends to an equivalence on all e€.   |

4. Division of bundle maps. Since D is a multiplicative functor which sends

points into points, the subdivision Z>r of a group complex T is a group complex.

If T is abelian, so is DY. The same statements hold for any iterate Dm.

4.1. Proposition. Let p: E-^ B be an ss fiber bundle map with fiber F and group

Y. Then Dp: DE^~ DB is an ss fiber bundle map with fiber DF and group DY.

Proof. That Dp is surjective is obvious, since p is. Let /: A" -*■ DB be any ss

map, say the one sending 871 into a" ® bq, where a" is interior and b„ is nonde-

generate in B. We must first demonstrate a strong equivalence between E', the

induced map, and A" x DF.

Observe that the map/is the composition of

where o- is the inclusion of An of DA", and b is the map sending 8" onto bq. Hence

we have maps
ö .   .     Ds(b)

E'-> D(Fx A") —-> DE

v' Dp. Dp

An-> DA"-> DB

Cp* = projection), since induced maps are transitive. Hence, ps is the map induced

by o from the projection map Dp*: DFx DA" -> DA"; and (5, a) gives the strong

equivalence with a projection over A" from DFxAn.

Now we must prove Z>r to be the group of this bundle. Let A"-1 be an («— 1)

face of A". If it does not lie in a face of DA" ( = if it is not in the image of any Dd*)

then the bundle structure over this face of An is compatible with that of An; both

are derived from the structure over A" (which means that o(d¡8n) lies in the image of

some Dd*). Then we proceed as follows.

Suppose o(di8n) = (Dd*)(T), where t lies in DA"'1. If a is the atlas of the bundle

map p, then £j(b) = a(djb)~1 o a¡(b) : A"-1 x F-> A""1 x F is the map y,, for some

y. A5-1 x F-> T, hence a (q— 1) simplex of Y. Let {ä(an ® bq)} be the atlas deter-

mined by maps (5, a) as in the first paragraph. Then the associated transition

function it(an ® bq) = a(dto-n ® o,)-1 o a((a" ® bq) mapping An_1x DF into

A" -x x DF is the restriction (via (a, a)) of the map Dy, : D A" ~x x DF -> D A« " * x DF

to a subcomplex A"~1xDF, hence is the restriction to Aq~1xDF of the map

Dy: DA"-1x DF^ DY to be the group of the bundle map Dp.   |

5. The existence of contractible subcomplexes. From this point to the end of this

section, we will be dealing with an arbitrary but fixed finite ssc K. Recall that \K\
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can be considered as the quotient of the simplicial complex (Jp (|AP| xxp) = M(K)

by the map 4- M(K) -y \K\, where xp runs over all simplices of K and | Ap| ® xp

is the/»-simplex indexed by xp. The map 4 sends the point Pxxp into its equivalence

class P ® xp in \K\.

We will prove that, given any point P of \B\, there is an integer N0 such that for

N^N0 there is a contractible subcomplex of \DNB\ containing P. The idea is that

the preimage 4~1(P)m M(K) consists of a union {J Lt of linear subspaces (in each

simplex of AT (Tí)), and that if we choose points Q sufficiently near P, that 4~1(Q)

consists of a union (J L¡ of similar and parallel subspaces. If we choose a suitable

small neighborhood of P (a subcomplex in a sufficiently high ¿»"-subdivision),

then its (¿-preimage F will be [J L¡ x Qh the union of products where each Qt is a

convex subset of euclidean space. These can be deformed down to the preimage of a

point v so that the projection on |ß| defines a contraction of 4(F) to v.

5.1. Lemma. 4~1(P) ¡s the union [J L¡ of restrictions of linear subspaces (the

"linear summands" of4~1(P)) of Rn + 2 to A". If P' is another interior point of \xn\,

the cell of \B\ whose interior contains P, the 4~1(P') = VJ L't, where L\ is a subspace

of the same dimension as and parallel to L¡.

Proof. Let F have coordinates (f) = (£0,..., £n + x) in |xn\ ; that is, P is the image

of the interior point (£) in |An|xx„ in M(K), for nondegenerate xn. Suppose

Qxy is any point of M(K) which projects onto P, where Q is a point of some

|A51 xy. Qxy can be equivalent to the nondegenerate point Pxxif and only if

the following is true. For some degeneracy operator a and face operator 8, we

must have ß= Qx8, 8y=ax and F= Qxa. Thus to find all such points Q x y for any

y having a degeneracy of x for a face, find all (finitely many) pairs (8, a) such that

8y = ax; given such a (8, a), choose all points Qx of | A"| such that Qxo=P; and then

for each Qx, let Q=QX8.

If a point of | A"| xy has coordinates (i¡0, i¡x,..., i¡q + x), where t?0 = 0, ^, + 1= 1

are the dummy coordinates, then via these (q + 2) coordinates, we regard |A5| xy

to be the subset of points of euclidean (q + 2) space which satisfy i)0 = 0^r¡x ^ • • ■

^^«^^9 + i = L It follows that for each pair (8, a) the corresponding points of

A' x j which map onto F are the restriction of a linear subspace L of R"+ 2 to

\Aq\. The equations of this subspace, determined by the deletion operators sf and

the repetition operators df have the following form :

(i)  Certain coordinates are fixed equal to those of P:

■fa(O) =   Í0 = 0,   ?Ja(l) =  bl>  • • •)   Va(.n+1) =  Sn + 1  =   1>

(*)
(ii) certain coordinates are repeated:

Vkd = ^äd+i = 'ÎAD+a = ■ ' • ! ' • • i Vim — Vjoo + i = • * • i

where a(p) means av, andy(Z0 means jk. A run of equal coordinates might include,

and hence all be equal to, one of the coordinates of P.
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As we vary the pairs (S, a), we run over a finite family L¡ of linear subspaces of

R"+2 n \A"\, and these make up the preimage ^"H^) m \AQ\xy. We observe that

if P' is any other interior point of |x|, say with coordinates (f') = (£ó> • • -, íñ + i)

then the face and degeneracy operators will be the same as in the case of <f> ' X(P)

so <p~ 1(P') will consist of a family {L\} of similar subspaces, each parallel to the

corresponding L{. The only difference in the equations for the L\ would be that the

quantities (£[) replace the corresponding quantities (£¡).

5.2. Remarks, (a) We shall now pass to iterated subdivisions DUK (p=0,1,2,... ),

we note that because D is a division functor, we have commutativity in the diagram :

Z)"A7 (7Q -?-+ M(K)

\D"K\ ——> \K\

where D"Af(Zv) is Af(Zv) with each simplex |A?| xy subdivided to |D"A9| xy. In

other words, we can regard the space \D"K\ to be obtained by realizing subdivided

simplices and identifying.

(b) We will use St"t> to denote the closed star of the vertex v of \DUK\ in \D"K\ ;

this is the subcomplex of all closed cells having v for a vertex.

5.3. Lemma. For all integers i, p, and M such that 0^i^q+l, 0^Af^2", the

hyperplanes 77 and 77' with the respective equations ■ni = M\2u- and ^— ??!_! = Af/2"

are subcomplexes of\DuAq\. (More precisely, they are the images of subcomplexes

under the homeomorphism |D"A9| -> |A«|.)

Proof. Let a be the degeneracy operator which deletes all but the ith coordinate

from (170,..., rjq + x). Then o corresponds to a simplicial map a': \A"\ -> ¡A1];

and hence to a simplicial map \Duo\ : \D"Aq\ -»- ^"A1!. Then 77 is the preimage of

the vertex of ¡T^A1! with coordinate Af/2", hence a subcomplex of IZyA'l.

Similarly, the hyperplane 77' is a subcomplex of | DUAQ\. For let a be the deletion

operator which eliminates all but the coordinates (r)i + x, vd !inen with a is associated

a simplicial map \a\: \Aq\ -> |A2|, hence a simplicial map

|D"ff|: \DllAq\q-+\DuA2\.

In the iterated subdivision of |A2|, it is easy to see that r¡2 — ■n1 = MI2li, a line

parallel to the hypotenuse of the triangle 0^! ^tj2 ;£ 1, is a subcomplex for each

integer Af between 0 and 2". Hence 77, the preimage of a subcomplex of |Z)WA2|,

is a subcomplex of \DuAq\.

5.4. Corollary. For any integers M, Af between 0 and 2", the regions of

\Aq\ and
M

Vi-ju
*• M' . . ^ M
= -y'     \ví+i-Ví\ = j»

are q dimensional subcomplexes of \D"Aq\.
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5.5. Corollary. (1) Suppose that L{ is a subspace of \Aq\ given by all points

(vo, • • -»iii+i) whose coordinates satisfy the equations (*) of Lemma 5.1. For any

other integers Nt, Njti between 0 and 2", the subset Fof\Aq\ determined by a set of

inequalities of the form :

ha«,-fil â (1/2")7V(   (i = 0, 1,..., n+1); and
(**) one inequality: \i)m+i~Vm+*-i\ = CW,,

for each term i)m+,-i = Vm+s in (*);

is a convex set containing L¡ and is a subcomplex of\DßAq\.

(2) For any such choice of integers N{, Nu, F (as above) meets each face en of

| A" | in a similar subcomplex F' containing Lt n en, with constants {TV/, N¡j} (in its

inequalities) from among those in the set {Nu Nu}.

Proof. Immediate.    |

5.6. Definition. If 4~\v) is the union \J Lt of linear subspaces of |As|xj>

then, taking all the TV¡'s, NtJs to be 1, for each F¡ we have the corresponding

convex subcomplex which we now label Ft, obtained as above. If the equations

which giveFf are (*) of 5.1, then F( will be the set of points satisfying (**). Note that

each F¡ is the restriction to | A" | of a product L\ x Q¡, where Qt is a compact convex

set. As p -»■ oo, for fixed (f(), note that the largest diameter of the Qt tends to 0.

5.7. Fix P, an interior point of then-cell \x\ of\K\ with coordinates (£0, ■ ■ -, fn+i)

in |An| xx in M(K). For each integer p, let u" be a vertex interior to \D"x\ in

\D"K\ for which P is interior to St"(»jH). The preimage 4~\P) m M(K) is the union

of linear subspaces F¡ in each | A9| xy of form (*) (of 5.1). The vertex vu (for each

p), also being an interior point of |£)"x|, has for preimage in the same simplex the

union of linear subspaces {FiH)} where L¡ is parallel to L[u) and for each i, we have a

convex closed subcomplex F/*0 determined as above. Each F¡<w) is the restriction to

|A«|x>> of the product L\^xQ\ß) where diam (Q\ß))^0 as p-y oo. Denote by

Fw the union of all the Fi(u) for fixed p. Each F(<B) by construction contains not only

Fiw) but also Fj in its interior, so that as p. -> oo, the F/B> each tend to L¡ (meaning

that the intersection f\ F((u> is just F¡) and the F¡"\ for fixed i are a decreasing

sequence of spaces. Hence also f) F<W)=^"1(F), and the Fw are a decreasing family

of unions of closed convex subspaces of M(K).

We may consider M(K) to be the union (J |A8| xz only over nondegenerate

simplices of Tí, for the quotient of this subcomplex is \K\, and this we now do; then

M(K) is a finite disjoint union of indexed simplices, hence is compact and so F(u)

is compact for each p.

Let C be the set of points which lie in simplices and faces of M (K) which do not

meet^_1(F).

5.8. Lemma. There is a px so large that for p^px, F" n C= 0, and for any set

of linear summands {Fi(1),.. -,Fi(fc)} of4~1(P), the intersection F%u n- ■ -r\ F¡"fc)= 0

if and only if the corresponding intersection Fi(1 ̂  r\- ■ -n Fj(lc) = 0.
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Proof. There is a p0 for which for all larger p, Fw is disjoint from C Assume

P at least this large. Let {L¡,..., Lk) be any collection of linear summands of

<f>~1(P) in some |A*| xy. For each p, the sets F{u),..., FkH) are compact; if the

intersectionLx n• • ■ n Lk is void, then for some sufficiently large p, F[^ C\- ■ -r\ Fku)

is void. Hence for suitably large p, for this set {Lx,..., Lk}, Fiu) r> • • -r\ Fku) is

void if and only if Lx n • • • n Lk is void.

In any simplex of Af(Zv), the number of linear summands of <f>~\P) is finite,

and there are only finitely many simplices in all of M(K). Hence there is a p so

large that in any simplex |A"| x y of M(K), for any set of components {Lh,.. .,Llk}

of <¿_1(F), the intersection ijj*> n- --nF^ is void if and only if Lh n- • -n Lik

is void.    |

5.9. Proposition. If p^px, the number from the preceding lemma, then

faFM(if)) is a contractible subset of \K\, and therefore a contractible subcomplex

of\DuK\.

Proof. In this proposition, we can assume P=tf, so <f>~1(vli) = {J L¡, etc.

We will inductively construct a strong deformation retraction 77 of the part of

Fw(v") lying in the «-skeleton of M(K) to <f>-\vw) n M(Kfn\ in fact in each

simplex deforming each F?"' to the corresponding Z4H> through itself, and this will

be done so that Z7 is compatible with fa This will give a strong deformation of

faFw) to if through itself.

The construction is obviously possible in the zero skeleton of M(K), for if a

vertex of M(K) is in F(w>, it lies in some LK, so 77 is taken as the constant deforma-

tion. Assume inductively that 77 has been constructed on the part of Fw lying

in the (q— 1) skeleton of M(K), so that it is compatible with <p and a strong de-

formation retraction of this part of F{u) to [J Lu and let eq be \Aq\ xy, a^-simplex

of Af(Zv), or a fl-dimensional face of some |Ar| xz, for z an /--simplex of K, with

r>q. We distinguish two cases:

(i) e" is " nondegenerate, " which means that <f> maps the interior of e" homeo-

morphically into \K\, or

(ii) e" is "degenerate," which means that <j> collapses eq to a cell of dimension

less than q.

In case (i) it suffices to assume eq= \ Aq\ xy for some nondegenerate y of Af(7v),

and in (ii) that eq is a face of some | Ar| xz, where r>q and z is degenerate.

Case (i). Since <j> is a homeomorphism on the interior of |A9| xy, it makes no

identifications, hence it suffices simply to extend the inductively given strong

deformation over all of F(u) in |A«| xy. First we find the maximal intersections

Lh n- ■ -r\ Lik (those which are contained in no further F(l n• • • n Lik n Lr+ 0).

The corresponding Fh,..., Ftk intersect in a convex neighborhood of the linear

subspace Lix n- ■ -n Lik (all restricted to the convex set | A"|) and on a part of the

boundary is given the deformation 77. We can thus surely extend this to a strong

deformation over all Fh n• • • n Fik; we can do this consecutively over all such
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maximal intersections. Next, one extends T7 over next largest intersections, namely

Ltl rv • ■C\Lil!_, which are contained in just one Lh n- • -C\Lik 1 ni,^ 0.

Then T7 is given as before on part of the convex set Fh n- ■ -n Fik l de-

forming it strongly to a linear subset Lix n- • • n Fijc x. Again 77 extends over all

Fh n- • -n Fifc_ x etc. Finally we arrive at the case: T7 is defined on part of the

convex set F¡ deforming it strongly to Lu a linear subset, and T7 can again extend.

This can be done for each F/B> and corresponding L¡"\ This extends TT over all FM

contained in | A*| xj» and completes case (i).

Case (ii). In this case eq is a face of |Ar| xz, for z nondegenerate, r = dim z>q,

and e" corresponds to the degenerate a-dimensional face 8z, 8 the appropriate

face operator. Thus 8z=az', where z' is nondegenerate and o- a degeneracy operator.

Then 4> mapping eq into \K\ factors through the composition of first a (acting on the

right) sending e" into |A"| xz (/» = dimz') and then 4> restricted to |AP| xz'.

We observe the following fact about any degeneracy map a : Given any F4 space

X, any closed subset A of X, any maps/ g as in the diagram

A-^\A"\
i a

y

jsr-U- |Ap|

there is a lifting off extending g.

Hence, since 4> factors through 4\(\Av\xz')° o, then in e9 the preimages 4 " 1(F),

4~1(if) are the preimages via a of the corresponding preimages in | Ap|. Hence if

we denote the linear components in [ Ap| x z' by £¡, L[u\ then L¡ is the restriction to

the subset |A«| of |AP| x79"p of L¡x7?-p, and L\^ that of L^xl«-». Similarly,

¿7j<«)==¡(«)x/(í-P)n  |AQ|_

In |AP| xz', by inductive hypothesis, we have defined the strong deformation

retraction of F<tf) to 4>~\v*) compatible with 4>\ we have only to "lift" this to a

strong deformation in e" of FM to 4 ~ 1(^w) compatible with a for the deformation

then to be compatible with 4- But this is a homotopy lifting problem (against a),

and it is always possible to lift such a homotopy compatibly with a and prescribed

to be the identity on 4>~1(Lfï).

Hence 77 extends over e" to a strong deformation covering the inductively

defined 77; this finishes case (ii) and the proof of the proposition.   |

5.10. Proposition D. For any finite ss complex K, for sufficiently large p,

\DUK\ is covered by the interiors of contractible subcomplexes.

Proof. Proposition 5.9 states that given any finite ssc K, and any point P, there

is a pP so large that in \DUK\ (for any p^pP) there is a contractible subcomplex

with P as interior point. Because \K\is compact, there is a p0 so large that for any

p-^p-o, any point of \D*K\ lies in the interior of a contractible subcomplex (for we

cover \K\ with these sets and take a finite subcovering).
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5.11. As remarked in §0, Proposition D (5.10) together with Theorem A (1.3),

Lemma 38, and Proposition 4.1 yield the proof of Theorem B (0.3), and Corollaries

0.4-0.7.

6. Function spaces.

6.1. We first recall some facts and definitions.

Definition. Let.í/,á?be(«+l)-tuplesofssc's(A';,41,.. .,An)and(Y;Bx,.. .,Bn)

respectively, where the Ai are subcomplexes of X and the Z?, of Y. Then sé® is the

ssc which has for «-simplices ss maps / of An x ( Y; Bx,..., Bn) into (X; Ax,..., An)

and for face and degeneracy maps those induced by sending / into /° (d? x 1)

and/o (s* x 1) respectively, with the notation as in [2].

If stf® contains the constant map of Y into a point, we denote its component

by^f.
We define the ss evaluation map P:XYxY^X by P(fn,yn) =fn(8nxyn),

where 8" is the fundamental «-simplex of A".

With notation as above, if X and each A¡ are Kan complexes, then so is stfA'.

If sé is an (« + l)-tuple of Kan complexes, then the restriction map p : sé® ->- sémrsC

is a Kan fiber map, where C is any subcomplex of Y, and C n Sä is the («+ l)-tuple

(C;BxC\C,...,Bn(~\ C) ([9]). An immediate consequence of the definition of P

is that it is natural with respect to maps to X or Y.

If A" is a group complex, then XI is a normal subgroup complex of XY.

We will also use the following fact.

6.2. Lemma. Let X and A be k-spaces. Then a map f: X->BA is continuous

(where the function space has the compact-open topology) if and only if the associated

map F: XxkA-^- B is continuous.

Proof. In view of the fact that maps of /¿-spaces are continuous if and only if

they are continuous when restricted to compact subsets, this follows from exercise

[12, 10a, p. 24].    |

6.3. Proposition. Let p:E^B be an ss fiber bundle map with fiber F, and let

E, B be Kan complexes and Y be any ssc. Then p' : El -*■ Bl is an ss bundle with

fiber FY.

Proof. (1) p' is surjective.

(2) Let/be any map of A" into Bl, and let p!:E' ^ An be the induced map.

We must show that pf is strongly equivalent to the projection onto An from

FY x An. Let (e, OS") be a typical a-simplex of E'. Then e is a simplex of EY for

which p'(e) =/(<b8") be a typical ^-simplex of Ef. Then e is a simplex of EY for which

p(e)=f(<I>8n). Thus we have (the solid lines in) the diagram:

A"x Y-^—>£«e-^- Anx YxF

» * i p p.

Y Y Y

A"x Y-^B<—-—A"x Y
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Since/is trivial, the map induced by/over A"x Fis equivalent to the product

map, and we fix any such equivalence. Thus we have the entire diagram com-

mutative. Note that the image of the injection ß(f) includes the image of e. Hence

the map ß(f)~x ° e: A"x F^Anx YxFis well defined, and composing with the

projection onto F gives a correspondence e -y n o ß(f) -1 o e e FY. If we look at

any face dfi of e, then ß(f)'1 ° dte is the map ß(/)_1 ° e ° dt, so that this corre-

spondence commutes with face operators, and similarly with degeneracy operators.

Hence this is an ss map which we call w.

We define &(f): £'-> A"xFY by a(/)(08n, e) = (<S>8n, w(e)). The map satisfies

pf=p*°&(f) by inspection. It is injective, for if ä(<DS", e)=à(<P8n, e') then

w(e) = w(e'), and since ß(f) is injective this means e=e. It is surjective, for if

(08", n) is a a-simplex of An x FY, then let e be the map of Aqx Y into E given by

e=ß(f) ° [(<P x 1) A n], the inner map obtained by composing the diagonal map with

(Oxl)xA. Then w(e) is the projection onto F of ß(f)~1(e), and the latter is

(<P x 1) x n so that w(e) is just n. Hence à is a strong equivalence and p is an ss

bundle map.

Let X, Y be ss complexes; Ax.An; Bx,...,Bn n-tuples of subcomplexes.

Let s/={X; Ax,.. .,An), 3S = (Y; Bx,. ..,Bn), and let |0|=(| F|: \BX\,..., |Tin|).

The map P: s4m xJ->^ induces upon realization the map

\P\: \sá*Y.St\-+\st\.

Since 177x F| is the product |U\ xk\ V| in the category ©k of »V-spaces, \P\ isa map

of \s/a\xk\SS\ into \s/\. Thus |P| induces a (unique) map P: \sst$\->\s?\{fl,

where the function space on the right is given the compact-open topology.

In the following sections, we will prove that F is a singular homotopy equiva-

lence. (If X is a k(ir, n) complex, then Thorn has essentially proven in [8] that P

is a singular equivalence.)

We will denote by \X\0Y[ the trivial component of \X\m.

6.4. Lemma. Suppose p: E^y B is an ss bundle map with fiber F, and Y any ssc.

Then if two of the three maps

(1) P: \El\ -* \E\W,
(2) P: \FY\ -> |F|'y',

(3) P: \BYo\ -+ \B\0Y*

are singular equivalences, then so is the third.

Proof. We know El -> Bo is a fiber bundle map with fiber FY, so that

\Eo | -y \Bq | is a A:-bundle map. Since \E\ -y, \B\ is a Serre fiber map, so is

\E\oY{ -*■ \B\oY[, with fiber |F||yi. Then F is a fiber preserving map, and maps the

exact sequences of the fiber spaces. By the five lemma, the conclusion follows.

6.5. Lemma. If X is a K(n,0) complex, then P: \XY\-^ \X\m is a singular

equivalence (and a continuous bijection).
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Proof. We may replace X by a subcomplex having O-simplices 1-1 with the

elements of -n and no other nondegenerate simplices, and F by a subcomplex

consisting of one "point" (=vertex) from each component. Then \XY\ is the

discrete set nN, N the set of components of Y, and \X\m is this set, perhaps with a

nondiscrete topology. Then P is clearly continuous and bijective in this case.    |

6.6. Proposition. If X is an abelian K(n, «) complex, then P: \XY\ -*■ \X\m

is an equivalence of singular homotopy types (a weak homotopy equivalence).

Proof. If « = 0, then Lemma 6.5 above is the proof. Assume inductively that the

proposition is true in dimensions less than «, and consider the case that A1 is a

K(ir, n) complex.

Let (E,p, X) be a classifying bundle for X (as in [2]). Then (|Zs|,|/>|,|A'|)isa

fiber map with fiber the realization of a K(tt, n-l) complex. By Lemma 6.4,

P: \Xo\ -* \X\oY^ is a singular equivalence.

Finally, the trivial component is carried by group operation in either space into

any other component; since F is a group homomorphism, it itself must be a homo-

topy equivalence of singular complexes.

6.7. Corollary. If X is a K(tt, 1) complex, with n nonabelian, then P: \Xl\

-*■ \X\0YI is a singular equivalence.    |

6.8. Proposition. If X is a Kan complex, Y an ss complex, then P: \X$\ -> \X\0Yi

induces a singular homotopy equivalence.

Proof. If X is a K(n, «) complex, then 6.6 above demonstrates the singular

homotopy equivalence. Let the natural Postnikov system of X be given by the

sequence of fibrations

(X{0), Xm, • • ■, X(„),...)

where Xm = (Xik~1),p, X{k)) is a fiber map, and the fiber of p is an Eilenberg-

MacLane complex of type K(irn + 1(X); «+1).

Without altering the homotopy type of X, it may be assumed that each fibration

is an ss fiber bundle map. One then applies Lemma 6.4 repeatedly, using Proposition

6.6 and Corollary 6.7.    |

6.9. Corollary. If X is a group complex, then P: \XY\ -*■ \X\lYi is a singular

equivalence.

Proof. Existence of the group operation implies that all of the components of

XY are equivalent to the trivial component, and P is then clearly an equivalence

onall|jr|.    |

6.10. Corollary. If Y is a finite complex, then P: \Xq\ -> \X\0ri is a homotopy

equivalence.
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Proof. In this case, Milnor [4] has proven that \X\0Yi has the homotopy type of

a CW complex.    |

Proposition 6.8 can be extended to n-ads.

6.11. Theorem. Let sá = (X; Ax,.. .,An), 3S = (Y; Bx,..., Bn) be (n+l)-tuples

of ss complexes such that X and each Ai are Kan complexes, and such that the

intersections (~]t At and f]t 7?¡ are not void. Let stff be the component in ¿é® of the

constant map, and similarly for \¿rf\^]. Then P: \s^f\ -*■ |«K^|b*' is a singular homo-

topy equivalence. If Y is a finite ss complex, then P is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. By induction on n. If n = 1, this reduces to the previous result. Suppose

the theorem true for values less than n. Apply the theorem to the case of the ss

fibration sá'M'-ys#'Bnn3S', where ¿é' = (X; Ax,..., An_x), and similarly for US',

and Bn n SS' = (Bn; Bn n Bx,..., Bn _ x n Bn), and/» is the restriction map. Theorem

0.6 together with the induction hypothesis implies that

P: \(X; Ax, ...,An.x, x)f | -> \(X; Ax, ...,An.x, x)|¡f '

is a singular equivalence. Then consider the fibration P: ¿tfff -y (An n jtf')0Bnn®">

induced by restriction. Again, this has the same fiber as the previous fibration.

Applying 6.4 and the induction hypothesis again, we get: F: |j^f | -»• \s/\\fl is a

singular equivalence.

If Y is finite, then Milnor has proven in [4] that the function space |j</||f has

the homotopy type of a C W complex, and therefore F is a homotopy equivalence.
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